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ABSTRACT 
We propose an unbiased, data-driven estimator of the scat- 
tering function of random time-varying channels satisfying 
the usual WSSUS assumption. The estimator allows con- 
tinuous on-line operation during data transmission, with 
segments of the data signal serving as sounding signals. A 
matched filterbank preprocessing stage is used to compen- 
sate for the nonideal properties of these sounding signals. 
The proposed estimator is well suited to fast time-varying 
channels, and it exploits the underspread property of typ- 
ical mobile radio channels for a substantial reduction of 
computational complexity. The performance of the new 
estimator is assessed by a bias/variance analysis and sim- 
ulation results. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The scattering function characterizes the second-order 
statistics of random, time-varying, linear channels obey- 
ing the usual wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scatter- 
ing (WSSUS) assumption [1,2]. An estimate of the scat- 
tering function is required or helpful for (e.g.) optimum 
receiver design [2]-[4], channel estimation [5], and perfor- 
mance analysis [6]. 

Extending results in [7], we propose an unbiased, data- 
driven scattering function estimator for on-line operation 
during data transmission without a separate sounding pro- 
cedure. This allows to continuously track the time-varying 
statistics of practical quasi- WSSUS channels [l]. In con- 
trast to existing estimators [8]-[lo], our estimator exploits 
the underspread property of typical mobile radio channels 
[2,11] to obtain an efficient implementation. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summa- 
rizes some fundamentals. Section 3 reviews the scattering 
function estimator of [7]. The new data-driven estimator 
is introduced and studied in Section 4. Finally, simulation 
results are presented in Section 5. 

2 FUNDAMENTALS 
We shall first discuss a discrete-time framework of linear 
time-varying (LTV) channels and a channel sounding tech- 
nique related to our estimator. 
2.1 Discrete-Time LTV Channels 
LTV channels are commonly characterized by their time- 
varying impulse response h(t, T) (equivalent baseband 
channels will be considered throughout). For applicabil- 
ity of digital block processing algorithms such as the FFT, 
we shall use a discrete-time, finite-length framework that 
is based on the following assumptions: 

1. The input signal z ( t )  is bandlimited (bandwidth B). 

*Funding by FWF grants P12228-TEC and P11904-TEC. 

2. The impulse response h(t,T) is bandlimited with re- 
spect to t (bandwidth Bo, i.e., maximum Doppler 
shift ~ B D )  and with respect to T (bandwidth B ) ,  and 
(effectively) delay-limited with maximum delay T ~ ~ ~ .  

We then obtain the discrete-time input-output relation [12] 
3. We consider the output signal y ( t )  on [0, t,,,]. 

N,-1 

y [ n ]  = (Hz)[n] = h[n, m] z[n-m], n E [0, N-11,  
m=O 

where H is the LTV channel filter. Furthermore, 
~ [ n ]  = y(n/fs) ,  = z ( n / f s ) ,  and h[n,m] = 
(l/fs) h ( n / f s , m / f a )  with the sampling frequency fs = 
2 ( B  + BD); additionally N, = LTmaxfs] + 1 and N = 
LtmaxfsJ  + 1. In this discrete-time setting, the WSSUS 
property [l] can be defined as 

IE{S[m, 11 S*[m’, l ’ ] }  = C[m, I ]  S[m - m’] b[Z - 1’1, (1) 

where IE denotes expectation, S[m, I] = ~~~~ h[n, m] 
e-32a1nlN is the (delay-Doppler) spreading func t ion ,  and 
C[m, Z] is the scattering function [l]. Equivalently, 

E { H [ n ,  k] H*[n’, k’]} =  RH[^ - n’, k - k’] , (2) 

where H [ n ,  k] = ~ ~ ~ , ’  h[n, m] is the time- 
varying transfer function and R H [ n ,  k]  is the t ime- 
frequency correlation function [l]. We note that S[m, l ]  f) 
H [ n , k ]  as well as C[m,1] f) R ~ [ n , k ]  are related by a 
2-D DFT of length N. The relations (1) and (2) show 
that H [ n ,  k]  is a stationary 2-D random process with au- 
tocorrelation function RH [n, k] and power spectral density 
C[m,l]  2 0. Hence, estimation of the scattering func t ion  
i s  a 2-D spectral estimation problem. Note, however, that 
realizations of the process H[n,k]  (whose spectrum is to 
be estimated) must themselves be estimated by means of 
some kind of channel sounding. As we shall see in Section 
4, this channel sounding need not be accurate however. 

The discrete-time channel is termed underspread [2,11] 
if the scattering function C[m, I ]  (and thus, with probabil- 
ity one, also the spreading function S[m, 11) is zero outside 
a region’ [0, Nm -11 x [0, N1 -11 with 

NmNls N .  (3) 

2.2 Channel Sounding 
We next review a channel sounding technique that moti- 
vates the data-driven sounding performed by the new es- 
timator. An elementary channel sounding technique [13] 

‘For convenience, we assume one-sided m and 1 intervals. 
Other locations of these intervals can easily be accommodated 
by a simple shift. 
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uses as sounding signal an idealized impulse train, i.e., 
z[n] = K 6 M [ n ]  = Kxrir-l 6[n - r M ] ,  where the block 
length N is assumed to be an integer multiple of the im- 
pulse spacing M .  Throughout this paper we shall assume 
N, 5 M 5 N/Nl, which presupposes the underspread 
property (3) [7]. Including zero-mean, white measurement 
noise w[n] with variance NO, the resulting output signal is 
obtained as 

N f M - 1  

y [ n ]  = K h[n, n - r M ]  + w[n] 
T=O 

= K h  n n -  M + w [ n ] ,  [ ’  LA 1 
where the last expression holds since (due to M 2 Nm) 
the responses to the individual impulses do not overlap. 
Thus, y [ n ]  is a noisy, undersampled version of the impulse 
response. However, due to the underspread property the 
undersampling does not cause an information loss. 

Unfortunately, an idealized impulse-train sounding sig- 
nal is impractical due to its high crest factor. Instead, 
most practical channel sounders use a periodic sounding 
signal z[n] = p [ n  - r M ]  with low crest factor and 
pulse compression by means of a suitable receive filter f [n ]  
[14-161. The output of the receive filter is 

N f M - 1  

Y f b l  e (Y *f)[nI = ( ( H 4  *f)[nI + ‘ W f b I 7  

where wf[n] = (w *f)[n] is the noise filtered by the receive 
filter. It has been shown in [7,17] that if the product 
of maximum Doppler shift NI and length of receive filter 
Nf satisfies NlNf << NI then the LTV channel filter H 
and the receive filter f approximately commute. That is, 
((Hz)*f)[n] M (H(z*f) ) [n]  = (Hz,)[n] for all 4711, with 
the virtual sounding signal 

GJ[nI e (z *f)[nI (4) 
(note that conceptually, we have moved the receive filter 
to the transmitter side). Hence, 

yf[n] M yu[n] e (Hz,)[n] + wf[n]. (5) 
N f M - 1  For z[n] = p [ n  - r M ] ,  the virtual sounding signal 

is N / M  - 1 

x:v[n] = (p*f)[n - r M ] .  

If the impulse responses p[n] and f[n] are chosen such that 
( p  *f)[n] is impulse-like, z,[n] will approximate an ideal 
impulse train. In particular, this will be the case if p[n]  
is a maximum-length pseudonoise sequence and if we use 
a matched receive filter f[n] = p*[-n], so that ( p  *f)[n] 
becomes the autocorrelation of p[n]. 

3 AN UNBIASED SCATTERING FUNCTION 

Application of the pulse-compression sounding described 
above to fas t  time-varying channels requires a small re- 
ceive filter length Nf in order to satisfy the “commutation 
condition” NlNf << N .  However, a small Nf results in 
poor pulse compression and, hence, systematic sounding 
errors. Even larger sounding errors may be encountered 
with data-driven estimation (see Section 4). A scattering 
function estimator that compensates for non-perfect vir- 
tual sounding signals has recently been proposed [7]. We 
shall briefly review this estimator since it will provide the 

r=o 

ESTIMATOR 

basis for the data-driven estimator to be introduced in 
Section 4. 

The estimator is motivated by the following relation (cf. 
[8]) that follows from y,[n] = (Hz,)[n] + wf[n] in (5), 

A,, [m, l] = RH [m, l] A,, [m, l] + Awf [m, 11 . (6) 

Here, A,[m, 11 fi ~ f ~ ~ s [ n ]  s*[n - m] e-j2sn‘’N denotes 
the (cyclic) discrete ambiguity function of a length-N 
signal s[n], A,[m,1] 2 IE{As[m,l]}, and Awf[m,l] = 
NiVorf[m]6[1] with rf[m] = x f L i l f [ n ]  f*[n - m]. As- 
suming a deterministic sounding signal, i.e., A,, [m, 11 = 
A,, [m, I ] ,  and approximate commutation of channel and 
receive filter so that y,[n] M yf[n] according to (5), relation 
(6) suggests the following estimator of  RH[^, k], 

Here, r. 

is an estimate of A,[n, k]  that uses L filtered channel out- 
put signals y:’ [n] obtained by repeated channel sounding; 
furthermore, it is assumed that NO is known or has been 
estimated. From RH [n, IC], a scattering function estimator 
can be derived by a 2-D DFT. 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to find virtual sounding 
signals zv [n] for which ]A , ,  [n, k] I is sufficiently bounded 
away from zero for all n and IC. However, this problem 
can be circumvented since the channel is underspread, i.e., 
C[m, 1] = 0 outside [0, M - 11 x [0, - 11. This entails 
a bandlimited RH [n, k ]  that can be reconstructed without 
error from the subsampled version R H [ T M ,  ~ $ 1 .  We are 
thus led to replacing (7) by 

with r = 0 , 1 , . . . , $ - 1 ,  s = 0 , 1 , . . . , M - l  . Here, 
\A,, [n, k]  I need only be sufficiently bounded away from 
zero for n = rM and IC = s g .  It  can be shown that 
Ayf [rM, s$] can be efficiently computed as 

with z[m,l] 2 E:=, (2 ( i , [ m , Z ] 1 2 ,  where 2 (i)[m,l]  = 
Yf  Y f  

C ~ ~ ~ - l y : i ) [ m  + rM]  e -jz,+ N M is . the discrete Zak trans- 

form [18] of the ith channel output signal y:’[n]. From 
RH [TM, s$] in (8), a scattering function estimator is fi- 
nally obtained via a 2-D DFT, 

r=O s=o 

Assuming commutation of channel and receive filter, it 
can be shown that the estimator C[m, I] is unbiased [7]. A 
bound on the variance of C[m,l] has been given in [7]. If 
Nf 5 M ,  then rf[rM] = E f 6 [ r ]  with E f  = 7-1[0]. Here, 
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(10) becomes 

where y = N2NoEf/E, ,  with E,, = I~,,[n]1~ = 
A,, [0,0]. This estimator is computationally efficient-its 
complexity is O ( N [ ( L  + Z)log(N/M) + ZlogM]), with 
substantial additional savings existing for N,Nl << N. 

4 DATA-DRIVEN SCATTERING FUNCTION 
ESTIMATION 

We now adapt the scattering function estimator reviewed 
above to data-driven operation where a local segment of 
the data signal z[n] serves as sounding signal. This seg- 
ment is assumed known to the receiver (during start-up, 
the data symbols are known; during normal operation, 
it is assumed that they have been detected). We shall 
model a[n] as a stationary random process with autocor- 
relation R,[m] = IE{z[n] z* [n - m]} and correlation width 
N, (i.e., R,[m] is effectively zero for Iml > N,) .  

4.1 Data-Driven Channel Sounding 
Let the receive filter f [n] be matched to a segment of the 
data signal z[n] that starts at a current time point n = no 
and has length Nf, i.e., 

f[n]  = rect~,[-n]z*[-(n - no)], 

where rectNf [n] is 1 on the interval [0, Nf - 11 and zero 
elsewhere (note that the length of f [n] is Nf). Assuming 
commutation of the channel filter H with the receive filter 
f, we obtain the virtual sounding signal (cf. (4)) 

n+Nf - 1 

z,,[n] = (z *f)[n] = z[n’] 2*[nf - (n-  no)] 
n’=n 

= Nf k,[n - no], 

where 8, [m] fi $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 1  z[n] x* [n - m] is an unbi- 
ased estimate of the autocorrelation R,[m]. If N, is small 
so that R,[m] is narrow and if Nf is sufficiently large so 
that k,[m] z R5[m], then z,[n] will be a reasonable ap- 
proximation to an impulse at n = no. 

However, for channel sounding we need not one single 
impulse but a periodic impulse train with N / M  impulses. 
An approximate periodization can be achieved by replac- 
ing the receive filter f [n] with a bank of N / M  receive fil- 
ters fr[n] (r  = 0, l , .  . ., N / M - l )  whose outputs are added 
to yield the overall output signal yf[n] (see Fig. 1 with 
g[n]  1). The r th  filter fi.[n] is matched to the length-Nf 
block of z[n] starting at n = r M ,  i.e., 

fr[n] = rec t~~[-n]z*[ - (n- rM)] ,  T- = 0,1,-,--1. (12) 

Assuming approximate commutation of H with fr,  the 
output signal of the r th  receive filter is given by (cf. (5)) 

N 
M 

Y [nl 

Channel 

/ 
VY 

Figure 1. Matched filterbank for  data-driven sounding. 

where 
m+rM+Nf - 1 

kg’[m] e 2- z[n] z*[n - m] 
Nf n=m+TM 

is an unbiased estimate of the autocorrelation R,[m] and 
wf,,[n] = (w *f.)[n]. Adding all yfr[n], we obtain the 
overall output signal 

N/M-1 

~ f [ n I  = ~f , - [nI  M (Hzv)[nI + ~ [ n ]  , (14) 
r=O 

with the virtual sounding signal 
N/M - 1 

z,[n] = iy kC’[n - TM] (15) 
T = o  

N/M-1 and wf[n] = (w *fr)[nI = (w * x ~ ~ ~ - ’ f ~ ) [ n ] .  
If N, is small so that R,[rn] is narrow and if Nf is large 
enough so that kp’[m] M R,[m], then zv[n]  approximates 
an idealized impulse train. 

We now explain the windows g[n - rM] in Fig. 1. Re- 
call that the output of the r th  matched filter, yr,[n], is 
given by (13). The channel is causal and has maximum 
delay Nm-1. Let us assume that fig’[m] M R,[m] which 
is effectively zero for Iml > N,. It follows that the term 
Nf xczil h[n, m] kg’[n - m - r M ]  in (13) is approxi- 
mately zero outside the interval [-N, + r M ,  N, + N, - 
1 + r M ] .  Hence, outside this interval yf,.[n] is essentially 
noise which should be windowed out to reduce sounding 
errors. We therefore replace yfr [n] by 

yr [n] 2 yfp [n19[n - TMI 7 

where g[n] is a window that is effectively supported on 
[-N,, N, + N,  - 11. While a general window g[n] will be 
considered in [19], here we shall assume g[n] = rectM[n + 
N,], i.e., g[n] is 1 on [-N,, -N, + M - 1) and 0 else- 
where (we assume that 2N, + N,,, < M so that the in- 
terval [-N,,N, + N,,, - 11 is contained in the interval 
[-N,,-N, + M - 11). With this choice of g[n], which 
will simplify subsequent calculations, we obtain the over- 
all output signal as 

NIM-1 NIM-1 
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with the windowed noise 
N/M-1 

Gf[n] = (w *fT)[n] g[n - T M ] .  

r = O  

The windows g[n - r M ]  truncate the noise components 
wf,,[n] = (w *fr)[n] but approximately pass the ‘signal’ 
components ( ~ ( z  * f r ) )  [nl = ~f C::;’ h[n, m] 8k)[n - 
m - rM].  Hence, we obtain (cf. (14)) 

yf[nI = (HG) [nl + %[.I > 

with the virtual sounding signal zv[n] as in (15). It can be 
shown that, due to the windowing, the variance of 271f[n] 
is smaller by a factor of N / M  than that of wf[n]. 

The choice of the receive filter length Nf is governed 
by two conflicting requirements: Nf should be small to  
keep commutation errors small but large so that fik’[m] x 
R, [m]. However, for data-driven scattering function esti- 
mation (see next), sounding errors resulting from a small 
Nf are compensated by averaging over several successive 
data-driven soundings. 

4.2 The Data-Driven Scattering Funct ion 
Estimator 

The new data-driven scattering function estimator is mo- 
tivated by a relation that is analogous to (6) and that will 
now be derived. As before, we assume commutation of 
channel H and receive filters fr. Furthermore, we assume 
that z [ n ] ,  h[n, m], and w[n] are Gaussian and statistically 
independent. Using (16), one can show 

n=O r ’ = O  

+S[r]NfNoR,[O]] 1g[n - r ’ M ] ) 2  e--jZnnslM 1 (17) 

with 

N-1 

and 
Y = ~c + NoNfNR,[O]. 

Eq. (18) motivates the following estimator of the sub- 
sampled time-frequency correlation function RH [n, k], 

Note the similarity to  the estimator in (8). Again, 

is an estimate of A, [rM, s s ]  that uses L filtered channel 
output signals y:)[n]. As a difference from the  estimator 
in (8), the y;”[n] are obtained by repeated data-driven 
channel sounding according to  Subsection 4.1 (i.e., using 
the matched filterbank). Furthermore, it  is assumed that 
NO, R,[n], and the path loss RH[O,O] are either known or 
have been estimated’. Again, the Zak transform can be 
used for efficient computation of A ,  [rM, s$] (cf. (9)). 

Finally, from f i H , d [ r M ,  s s ]  a scattering function esti- 
mator is obtained via a 2-D DFT, which yields (cf. (11)) 

c d [ m ,  11 (19) 

4.3 BiasIVariance Analysis 
We now calculate the bjas and variance of the proposed 
data-driven estimator C d [ m ,  I] under the assumption of 
perfect commutation of channel and receive filters. With 
E{&, [m, Z]} = A, [m, Z] and (18), it easily follows that 
the estimator is  unbiased, i.e., 

E { ( ? d [ m ,  I]} e c[m,  11. 

For variance calculation, we assume z[n] given and 
h[n,m] and w[n] to  be statistically independent and cir- 
cularly symmetric complex Gaussian. Furthermore we as- 
sume all channel soundings to  be separated by at least 
the channel’s coherence time [2] so that the yF’[n] are 
statistically independent. Finally, we assume for simplic- 
ity that Rk’[m] does not depend on T ,  or equivalently 
fig’[m] = fi$O)[m] (this will be true approximately if Nf 
is not too small). The mean variance of C d [ m ,  11, 

M - i  N/M-1 
1 -._ - ’ v var{(?d[m,~]}, 

m=O l = O  

can then be shown to  be bounded as 

with 

1 IV; M 
-I- -N2M2No(2N, Nf + 1)2P,R~[0,0]  + m, 

‘Experiments indicate that, for typical receive filter lengths 
Nf, the data-driven estimator is quite insensitive to errors in 
estimating RH[O, 01. 
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where Pz: = kiO’[O] = I ~ [ n ] 1 ~  and llC(12 2 
E”-’ CL;’ IC[m,Z]12. From this bound it can be seen 
thz=t$e mean variance decreases for increasing matched 
filter length N, and for increasing number L of soundings. 

5 SIMULATION RESULTS 
In order to assess the performance of the proposed scatter- 
ing function estimators C[m, Z] in (11) and Cd[m, 11 in (N), 
we simulated a random time-varying channel that corre- 
sponds to  a system operating at carrier frequency 1.8 GHz 
with maximum Doppler shift BD = 100 Hz (i.e., maximum 
velocity 60 km/h) and maximum delay rmax = 7ps. We as- 
sumed a sampling frequency of fs = 1 MHz and a sound- 
ing duration of about 150ms, resulting in N = 149358, 
N ,  = 7, and NI = 15. There were about 6 soundings per 
second. 

For the estimator C[m, 11,’ the sounding pulse p[n] was a 
maximum-length pseudonoise bequence of length M = 15 
(corresponding to a duration of 15ps), and the receive fil- 
ter was matched to  p[n]  and thus had length Nf = 15. 
For the data-driven estimator e d [ [ m , l ]  we conducted two 
experiments; for the first the sounding signal (= data sig- 
nal) x [ n ]  was chosen white and for the second 34.1 was 
chosen nonwhite with correlation width N, = 2. The re- 
ceive filters were chosen according to  (12) with Nf = 14 
for white x[n]  and N,  = 12 for nonwhite x[n]  (such that 
N, + Nf 5 M was satisfied for both cases). 

In the following, E& and E ~ will denote the mean-square 
error3 (MSE) of C[m, I ]  and Cd[m, 11, respectively, summed 
over m and 1 and normalized by j(C1(2. These MSEs have 
been estimated using a sufficient number of Monte Carlo 
runs. Fig. 2 compares and 66, as a function of L (the 
number of soundings), both for the case of no noise and 
for an SNR e f E{lyf[n]12}/N~ of OdB. It is seen 
that initially, E& and &ed decay according to  1/L. How- 
ever, for larger values of L they level off, which is mainly 
due to  a noticeable commutation error that increases the 
MSE of both estimators. (This commutation error could 
be decreased by choosing a smaller receive filter length N f ,  
cf. [7].) It is seen that &e, is larger than &e, and further- 
more &ed is larger for a nonwhite data signal than for a 
white data signal. 
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